USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10002.25

CO_Bryant says:
The artemis, badly damaged but recovering encountered some kind of temporal phenomena, and unable to use her full resources to avoid it was sucked in.  Condition?  Unknown.  Location?  Unknown.  Outlook?  Grim.

Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10002.25>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CO_Bryant says:
:::Jumps out of his chair:::: FCO: get me a fix on  our location both in space and time please?
Host Redara says:
::waiting for Kiithra to illuminate her on their guests::
XO_Senn says:
::still standing... turns to the bridge crew:: All: Well... do sensors work? CSO: Anything we should know?
Host AGMSergio says:
@::shows her the ball:: Let's see if they will be able to help us..
CMO_Parker says:
:: now that he has finished with the patients, the doctor decides he might do some forensic work ::
Mensk says:
@::stands guard, sighing::
CSO_McMer says:
::On Artemis bridge, behind Science station, finally peeling off the space suit I've been wearing throughout the ship repair::
EO_Thompson says:
::on bridge looks at panels and they are out of whack::
SO_Donova says:
::scans the area::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Stand by Captain
CO_Bryant says:
::::smiles::::
CSO_McMer says:
SO: Anything coming in from the sensors?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Frowns at the readings she's getting from the console on the bridge::
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: anything I can do?
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  Those before did not, why now?  There is strong resemblance between them.
CO_Bryant says:
:::Mumbles::: don't have much of a choice do I?::::
SO_Donova says:
CSO: Not as of yet
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Yes, please return to engineering. I'll need you there when we get this sorted out.
Mensk says:
@::looks around , becoming rather bored::
EO_Thompson says:
::goes to turbolift::
XO_Senn says:
::looks at Cody and tries to smile... wondering if now she has all the pips she'll ever get a chance to sit at a console on her own::
CSO_McMer says:
XO: Ma'm we're not getting anything yet on the sensors.  We were starting to get them back on line prior to the distortion.  We'll check them out to see if they were damaged further
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Sir I can't tell where we are, I'm not detecting anything familiar around here
Host Redara says:
@::looks down at her husband::  Mensk:  anything happening down there?
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Let us find out.. ::turns to his bag of tricks and pulls out a shiny small trinket::
CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks at the FCO:::: FCO: Nothing?
CSO_McMer says:
SO: Run a diagnostic to see what's with the sensors, or maybe its the space we're in....
Host Redara says:
@::watches Kiithra curiously::
Mensk says:
@Redara: Not a thing ::mumbles:: wish something would happen around here.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Nothing sir
EO_Thompson says:
::steps out of turbolift and bangs all consoles::
SO_Donova says:
CSO: aye sir
XO_Senn says:
CSO: I see... ::looks down a bit::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Leaves office::
CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Patch in to what you can get from the long range sensors and see if you can detect any known stellar formations.
Host Redara says:
@::motions her finger for him to come join them::
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Aye, Sir.
SO_Donova says:
::runs a systems diagnostic::
CSO_McMer says:
SO: Please do as the CO ordered.
Mensk says:
@::walks up the stairs, joining them::
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks at data from the nav. computer::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Starts a diagnostic on the power systems then sets an alarm to tell her when they are complete::
SO_Donova says:
CSO:yes sir
Host Redara says:
Mensk:  it would appear we have more visitors.  Kiithra believes these might help ::sounds very doubtful::
CMO_Parker says:
*TO*: Are you busy at all?
SO_Donova says:
::scans for any stellar formations::
TO_Smith says:
*CMO* no sir why? 
Mensk says:
@Redara: Like those that came before ::snorts:: Doubtful.
XO_Senn says:
::being lost doesn't feel good... if they could just pinpoint location... ?::
Host Redara says:
@::nods, returning her look eyes to what Kiithra appears to be doing::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Calls up system data from around the ship::
Host Kiithra says:
@::taps the trinket, and a sound comes from it...::
EO_Thompson says:
::takes damage control team 4 and 5 and starts to fix hole were anti-gravity suits::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Notices some erratic readings in certain areas::
Mensk says:
@::watches Kiithra::
FCO_Teasley says:
::doesn't know if he can make any sense out of all this::
EO_Thompson says:
::takes damage control team 4 and 5 and goes out and pushes it::
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM Artemis : Hello... Anyone.. Can you hear me?
XO_Senn says:
::sees a light blink at ops and heads there::
CMO_Parker says:
*TO*: It has been suggested that we go do some forensic work down at the explosion. I want you to come down here to medical bay and get a suit on
CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks up::::  All: What is that? And where is it coming from?
Host Redara says:
@::looks oddly at Kiithra, wondering what new abilities he has discovered::
XO_Senn says:
CO: We are being hailed...
EO_Thompson says:
::goes on in after the ship doesn't move::
SO_Donova says:
CSO: this is a 4 planet system the 2nd planet is M class with volcanic activity
Host Kiithra says:
COMM : Hello?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Notices the erratic readings are mainly due to the large hole in the side of the ship and sighs::
CSO_McMer says:
SO: Thank you, See if you can pick up any life signs on the class M.
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: Please Identify yourself, this is Captain Cody Bryant of the starship Artemis.
XO_Senn says:
CO: The signal seems to be coming from a commbadge
TO_Smith says:
*CMO*I am on my way to the medical way
Mensk says:
@::hears the voice, suprised::What is that?
CO_Bryant says:
XO: Whos combadge may I ask?
CSO_McMer says:
CO, XO: Sensors are working.  There are 4 planets. Number 2 is class M.  We're scanning for life signs.
SO_Donova says:
CSO: yes sir
CEO_ALarra says:
::Tries to reroute certain systems around the disturbance that weren't clearly rerouted before::
CMO_Parker says:
*TO*: Acknowledged
TO_Smith says:
::steps into turbolift::
Host Kiithra says:
@::smiles:: All : See?
SO_Donova says:
::scans the planet for lifesigns::
CNS_Sodak says:
*CO:* Did someone say hello or am I hearing things?
XO_Senn says:
CO: It doesn't seem to be ours, sir. I am inferring due to the kind of signal... it's very weak
CEO_ALarra says:
::lends half an ear to what's happening around her::
EO_Thompson says:
::takes the damage control teams 4 and 5 and goes to work on propulsion::
XO_Senn says:
CSO: Good, MacMer
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM Artemis : Help us.. Our planet is in need.. Please.. You have got to help us..
CO_Bryant says:
*CNS* Yup someone gave us a shout.... I don't know who yet but someone did.
Host Redara says:
@::leans closer to listen::
TO_Smith says:
::turbo lift stops and I step out::
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: What planet would that be?  Where and who are you?  I would be glad to offer whatever assistance we can.
Mensk says:
@::listens as well::
TO_Smith says:
::stars heading to sick bay::
CO_Bryant says:
CSO: wanna find out exactly where that is coming from Jason?
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM Artemis : Our planet is dying.. We have no way to stop it.. Can you please help us?
Host Redara says:
@::looks at her husband::  ~~~~That sounds good so far... now for the other shoe to drop?~~~~
XO_Senn says:
::raises an eyebrow::
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: Dying how?  You have got to be more specific please, and which planet is it?
Mensk says:
@::nods, hearing her::
XO_Senn says:
::whispers to Cody:: CO: And who are they?
FCO_Teasley says:
::listens to the conservation::
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Stepping over to OPS panel, and attempting a DF on the incoming signal::
CNS_Sodak says:
::arrives on bridge::
Host Kiithra says:
COMM : Artemis : The earth is opening.. The ground is shaking..
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: propulsion is at 70%
TO_Smith says:
::arrives on sickbay::
CEO_ALarra says:
*EO*: Acknowledged, take a team and do what you can.
CO_Bryant says:
::: steps forward and cuts off the transmitter so that his voice can't be heard by the aliens::: XO: good question! ::: turns the transmitter back on:::
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: got two teams on it
Host Kiithra says:
@::waits for any replies:: COM Artemis : Please..
Host Kiithra says:
@::sighs::
XO_Senn says:
::would have smiled at that if it wouldn't look so silly of her::
CEO_ALarra says:
*EO*: Understood.
CMO_Parker says:
*TO*: Are you coming?
CO_Bryant says:
:::;Looks at the CSO::: CSO: Jason where is the transmission coming from?
TO_Smith says:
CMO: where is my suit sir?
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: I would be glad to but you have to tell me where you are before I can take any action.
CSO_McMer says:
CO: I'm still working on it.  Perhaps if you engage them in conversation I'll have more signal to work with.
EO_Thompson says:
*OPS* how fast can we move
CMO_Parker says:
TO: In the Locker. Let me show you. MO: Take care of anything that comes.
TO_Smith says:
::walks over to the locker::
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: Please continue transmitting so that we can home in on your signal....
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sir, the signal appears to be coming from somewhere on the second planet.  I'll be able to refine it after a couple more transmissions.
TO_Smith says:
::puts suit on::
XO_Senn says:
CO: I am trying to get a lock on the communications source... it still appears to be a Federation commbadge
CMO_Parker says:
:: shows the TO to the locker ::
CO_Bryant says:
SO: Start Scanning the planets for tectonic activity.....
EO_Thompson says:
::continues working on propulsion with the hydrospanner::
TO_Smith says:
CMO: I am all suit up doctor
CO_Bryant says:
FCO: plot a course and get us there as fast as they can......
SO_Donova says:
CSO: aye sir
SO_Donova says:
::starts a full scan of the 2nd planet::
CMO_Parker says:
TO: Okay, :: hops in to environmental suit :: Lets go
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Don't you have nothing better to do child? This is our darkest hour.. You should be with your loved ones...
Mensk says:
@::hears Kiithra::
CMO_Parker says:
:: starts on the way to the exploded deck ::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir::pushes the big white button::
TO_Smith says:
CMO:yes sir 
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  I am waiting to see what you will accomplish.  As for my loved one ::steps back into the arms of her husband::
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  If this does not work... there is my idea
XO_Senn says:
::looks at the CSO:: CSO: Do you have any idea to find out if the badge's origin is indeed federation?
Host Kiithra says:
@::sighs:: So be it... Prepare your plan.. we have no more choices...
Mensk says:
@::wraps his arms around her::
CO_Bryant says:
SO: any signs of tectonic activity?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Pulls up the sensor readings the SO is taking::
Host Redara says:
@::looks at Kiithra with a sigh::  Kiithra:  I can not do it alone and there is no guarantee
Mer says:
@::walks through the hall to the stairs and gazes up into the empty ceiling::
CMO_Parker says:
:: enters TL :: TL: deck 4
Mensk says:
@::senses a presence:: Someone is here.
CSO_McMer says:
CO: We're having trouble locking on to the signal.  Should we send a probe?
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Or we could move the Artemis closer.
TO_Smith says:
::follows CMO::
SO_Donova says:
CSO: There is sir, a lot, the planet is very unstable
CMO_Parker says:
TL: Deck 4.
CO_Bryant says:
:::thinks for a minute:::: CSO, FCO: No on the probe let's move the ship in to close orbit but be ready to boogie if anything strange happens.
Host Kiithra says:
@Mensk : What do you mean?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Notices something familiar about the sensor readings and starts to get a sick feeling in her stomach::
Host Redara says:
@::hears someone approach and looks down the stairs at Mer, a heavy sigh comes to her::
CMO_Parker says:
:: steps out of the turbo lift :: TO: Now, the CSO found some DNA scans near the explosion site and the computer core, we need to search for it and find out who's it is.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir
Host Redara says:
@Minsk:  ~~~~Where is your brother?  Mer is here and no warning~~~~
Mer says:
@Self: Baah! They are at it again! I know it! ::gazes up the stairs again:::
TO_Smith says:
CMO: yes
CSO_McMer says:
:: Stepping away from OPS, leaving the station to the XO, and returning to Science, looking over the SO's shoulder::
FCO_Teasley says:
::engages atmospheric thrusters::
TO_Smith says:
::starts scanning::
Mensk says:
@::looks downstairs:: Oh no.
Host Kiithra says:
@Mer : Silence.. You know not what you speak..
CMO_Parker says:
:: searches for DNA near the hole ::
EO_Thompson says:
::goes and works on warp core with the hydrospanner::
Kulo says:
@::Whistles merrily to himself and chuckles when he recalls the new joke he learned the day before::
Mer says:
@Kiithra: You speak to ME in such tone!!!
XO_Senn says:
::looks at Jason and decides he is ignoring her again, shrugs and tries to pinpoint where this supposed commbadge is... and if it is Federation or not::
CO_Bryant says:
CSO: start seeing if you can find a way that we can relieve tectonic stress Jason.
CMO_Parker says:
:: notices the three metre hole ::
CMO_Parker says:
<tricorder> Beep beep.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Captain, we are in orbit
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Aye sir. We'll have to do some deep scans of the planet's crust.
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : The planet trembles hard..
CMO_Parker says:
Self: Hmmm...
Mensk says:
@::nearly loses his balance::
Host Redara says:
@::coughs as dust falls down from the ceiling::
CO_Bryant says:
XO: any better idea of where the signal is originating?
CEO_ALarra says:
:: Bites her lower lip and calls up some more exact data on the planet::
CNS_Sodak says:
::senses a slight tension among the crew::
TO_Smith says:
CMO:it looks like u found something
Host Kiithra says:
@::shakes head:: Mer : If you do not stay quiet, you will not speak again for a few days.. ::frowns::
XO_Senn says:
CO: I am having trouble to get a lock, sir...
CSO_McMer says:
SO: Plot the tectonic activity, then retune the sensors to penetrate the crust based on your activity map.
CMO_Parker says:
TO: Come look at this, this tricorder is picking up ADN...
Kulo says:
@::Looks up from his amusement and sees Mer standing several feet away:: Self: Er, uh-oh... I... ::Feels the ground tremble beneath his feet and he tumbles slightly::
CO_Bryant says:
FCO: Very well maintain orbit and be ready to break out if anything untoward happens.
SO_Donova says:
CSO: yes sir
TO_Smith says:
::approaches the CMO::
Host Kiithra says:
@::taps the badge once again:: COMM Artemis : Hello... I know you are out there.. I heard you.. Respond..
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Understood
TO_Smith says:
::looks at readings::
SO_Donova says:
::scans the planets crust::
XO_Senn says:
CO: They're hailing us again....
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: Yes we are, standby please we are seeing what we can do to render assistance.
CO_Bryant says:
CSO: I don't think I need to tell you to hurry do I?
Mer says:
@::stands fast and gets angry::  Kiithra: now you threaten me! How dare you!
Kulo says:
@::Eyes Mer carefully, and a wry grin spreads across his face::
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* need any help
Mensk says:
@::sighs::
Kulo says:
@::Chuckles at Mer::
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM Artemis : Thank You.. ::smiles:: Mer : You hear that? Not all is lost.. ::turns to Mer:: Your ideas are wrong.. There is still much we can draw from our source..
CEO_ALarra says:
::Looks up startled:: *EO*: No, carry on.
XO_Senn says:
CO: It would help if I could find out where they are ::sighs::
CSO_McMer says:
CO: We're already scanning to see what we can do.  If there are only a couple of individuals to aid, it would be far simpler to beam them out than change an entire planetary core.
Kulo says:
@::Trots past Mur and up the steps to the small group scattered about around him::
Host Kiithra says:
@::he waves his hand, and Mer goes Mute:: Mer : You WILL listen..
XO_Senn says:
::tries to isolate the weak comm signal from all the energy readings from the planet::
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: How many of you are there and exactly where on the planet are you?
Mer says:
@::throws hands up:: Kiithra: fine.. You ancient non-sense will be the death of us all!
Kulo says:
@::Smiles in mild amusement at Mer's inability to speak, and the chortles::
EO_Thompson says:
::continues work on warp core and bangs head on console when he sits up:: self: owwwwww
Host Redara says:
@Mer:  please, be still.  All our lives depend on it.
CMO_Parker says:
TO: Okay, lets try to match this with the computer. You go to the computer core, have a quick scan and come and meet me in the medical bay
CEO_ALarra says:
::Shakes her head and closes the display::
TO_Smith says:
CMO: yes sir
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM Artemis : There are few of us left...  We have come to the safest place we know..
CEO_ALarra says:
::Pulls up her repair schedule from engineering and looks at the distribution of her repair teams::
TO_Smith says:
::starts going to the computer core::
Mer says:
@::stares hard at Kiithra and huffs:: 
Mensk says:
@::smiles::
XO_Senn says:
::looks at Science:: CSO, SO: What's the place where the tectonic activity in the planet is the lowest?
CMO_Parker says:
:: returns to the turbo lift after avoiding the junk around the floor :: TL: Sick Bay
CSO_McMer says:
::Pulling up data on planetary reconstruction.....::
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: you have to be more specific, because of the activity on your planets surface we are having problems locking on to you, how many exactly and where exactly....
CEO_ALarra says:
::Glares at the display and gets up from her seat::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Walks back to the turbolift::
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM : Artemis : Lock?
CEO_ALarra says:
TL: Main engineering.
Mer says:
@Kiithra: ancient nonsense... ::glares at Mensk and stomps off mumbles:: useless prattle
Host Kiithra says:
@::looks around:: Any of you have any idea what he's' talking about?
CSO_McMer says:
::Nodding in response to XO, then turning back to SO:: SO: How is that tectonic activity plot comming....
Mensk says:
@::shrugs:: Kiithra: I have no idea.
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  I do not like this...  but it sounds like he wants to lock us up?
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: we must know where you are, and unless we can define that very closely we cant get you out of danger.... I need to know EXACTLY where you are and how many of you there are....
SO_Donova says:
CSO: scans are coming in now
Kulo says:
@::Listens to the conversation between Kiithra and the others:: Kiithra: No, but if you hum a few bars, I can fake it. ::Grins widely at his stupid joke::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Exits turbolift and heads to ME::
CO_Bryant says:
XO: any more luck localizing the transmission?
XO_Senn says:
::tries to narrow her scan... looking for only the components the badge is made of... maybe she'll find them if the planet is not rich on that...::
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  You would tell these people who abandoned us once before how to find us?
Mer says:
@::stands out side the door and listens:: self: baah.. now she is going to get us all killed!
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: Hello?
Host Redara says:
@::looks at Kulo and sighs::
Host Kiithra says:
@::shakes head::
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: If you won't let us help you there isn't much that I can do for you, I need your help to help you....
Host Kiithra says:
@COMM Artemis : Why do you want to know our location?
Kulo says:
@::Smiles back at Kiithra and Redara:: ALL: What, you've already heard that one?
CMO_Parker says:
TL: Medical Bay
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: we are going to use our technology to get you out of danger....
TO_Smith says:
::arrives at the computer core and starts scanning::
EO_Thompson says:
CEO:warp core doesn't want to work
XO_Senn says:
CO: The commbadge sir... I found it
CO_Bryant says:
*CNS* Counselor to the bridge please?
CO_Bryant says:
XO: got any life signs around it?
Host Kiithra says:
@Comm : Artemis : How?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Looks around for the least busy tech:: TECH: I need an update from all of my repair teams.
XO_Senn says:
CO: They are located on a plateau in the biggest continent.
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Excuse me?
XO_Senn says:
CO: Nothing yet, but... ::lowers her voice:: It is a Federation commbadge all right.
SO_Donova says:
CSO: sir the lowest point of stress level is where the people on the planet are
Mer says:
@::storms back in and grabs the Combadge from Kithra:: Kiithra: enough!  COMM: Ship: Go away! we don't need you here! ::closes link::
CMO_Parker says:
:: leaves medical bay and heads for the office computer ::
EO_Thompson says:
CEO:warp core isn't working
CO_Bryant says:
XO: Lock on all of them, configure the holodeck to mimic the geography minus the earthquake and beam the directly there.
CEO_ALarra says:
<TECH> CEO: Yes Ma'am.  ::runs off::
Host Redara says:
@Mer:  You can not do that... hand that back.
Host Kiithra says:
@Mer : CHILD!!! That is our best hope for survival.. You would throw it out the window because of your beliefs?
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Well lets have a look.
Kulo says:
@::Looks furiously at Mer and then smiles::
Host Kiithra says:
@Mer : Please.. Hand it back
CEO_ALarra says:
::Walks over to the warp core diagnostic console::
TO_Smith says:
*CMO* I found some DNA and I am now heading to the Medical bay
Mensk says:
@::watches them::
CO_Bryant says:
COMM: hold on just a minute, we are going to see if we can stop the earth from shaking..... stand very still.......
Mer says:
@::holds the badge tight:: Kiithra: what are you trying to do! Those are aliens for all we know!!
TO_Smith says:
::leaves the room::
XO_Senn says:
CO: If I can get a lock... I sure will.
CSO: I need your scans so I can program the holodeck, Cmdr
CMO_Parker says:
*TO*: Acknowledged
CEO_ALarra says:
::Calls up some data on the core, starting with the matter/antimatter flow and the power output::
Host Kiithra says:
@Mer : You know We do not have the power to stop what is happening.. They might..
XO_Senn says:
::hurriedly tries to locate how many lifeforms are there and in what locations::
Kulo says:
@::Wanly watches Mer and the others::
CSO_McMer says:
SO: OK, what is the location of the lowest stress and the people?  Do you have it tight enough to lock on to anything, or give us a count of life signs?
TO_Smith says:
::steps into turbo lift::
CMO_Parker says:
:: inputs data and gets a reading about a type of bomb ::
Mer says:
@:: frowns:: Kiithra: and you trust voices from the sky?
Host Redara says:
@::quietly moves to the other side of Mer, hoping her husband catches on::
CNS_Sodak says:
:;Arrives on bridge::
Kulo says:
@::Self: Sure, more than we trust you, Mer::
Mensk says:
@::watches her, moves to the other side::
CO_Bryant says:
XO: Report?
Mer says:
@::notices the movement and runs for the door:: All: No! You are going to get us killed!!
Host Redara says:
@Mensk, Kulo:  Grab her....
CO_Bryant says:
ALL: Come on guys, we need to get them out of there before something bad happens to them.....
Kulo says:
@::Sticks his leg out, under Mer, and attempts to trip her, grinning again::
XO_Senn says:
CO: I cannot get a lock on the people yet, sir ::sounds frustrated::  Science is scanning the area as well for them and for getting the scenery right...
Host Kiithra says:
@Mer : No!!!
Mensk says:
@Morphs into a Lion, pouncing on Mer::
Host Kiithra says:
@::sits down in his chair:: So close..
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: what are the readings
Host Redara says:
@::wishes her brother was here, to transport them::
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: I'm still checking. So far so good.
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: You needed me for something, sir?
CO_Bryant says:
XO: use the dynoscanners to zero in on the lifesigns only boost the containment and make it work Nayla, they don't have a lot of time from the look of things....
CEO_ALarra says:
::snaps her fingers as she notices the problem::
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  Ancient one, do not give up so soon.  That is not like you.
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: what is it
XO_Senn says:
CO: Right on it sir... but... the tectonic activity is making it difficult.
TO_Smith says:
::arrives at the medical bay::
CO_Bryant says:
CNS: yes I need to know everything that you can tell me about the inhabitants of the planet below.
CO_Bryant says:
XO: I know Nayla, do your best....
XO_Senn says:
CO: There's also some kind of natural field the planet makes... for the looks of it, when we find them we won't be able to beam them out.
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Take a team and clean the warp plasma injectors.
TO_Smith says:
CMO: what did u find doctor?
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : I am sorry child.. The years are weighting heavier each passing day.. I die little by little along with our planet..
SO_Donova says:
CSO: I read 500 lifesigns.......
CMO_Parker says:
TO: This tricorder is broken. It is giving false readings.
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: That should take care of at least some of the problem...
Kulo says:
@::For one short moment, somberly eyes Kiithra::
Mensk says:
@::grabs the communicator, brings it back::
CO_Bryant says:
:::hears the SO:::: All: too many....
XO_Senn says:
CO: We could send down transporter enhancers... and hid them from their view.
CSO_McMer says:
SO: I take it that they're in a small area?  Can you tell what species they are?
Host Redara says:
@::looks closely at him::  Kiithra:  As I have long suspected.  You are tied to this world.  Should it die, so will you and all your knowledge.
CMO_Parker says:
TO: I think that one is broken to.
EO_Thompson says:
Damage control teams:4 and 5 go clean the warp core injectors and clean them
XO_Senn says:
CSO: Can you give me a scan of the surrounding area?
SO_Donova says:
CSO: i can't get a fix on their location sensors are being blocked by the activity
CO_Bryant says:
CSO: any luck with the tectonic scans... is there anyway that we can relive the pressure?
Host Kiithra says:
@::smiles:: Redara : You where always the brightest of my pupils...
CSO_McMer says:
XO: Aye ma'm  ::Nudging SO::
CMO_Parker says:
*CEO*: All of the medical Tricorders in sickbay are broken. Can you send someone to collect them?
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sir, we're time sharing it in with the surface scans.  We need more time to complete the mapping.
CEO_ALarra says:
*CMO*: Broken?
CSO_McMer says:
CO: When they terraform a planet it can take years of preparation to get it right.
Host Redara says:
@::looks twice at him::  Kiithra:  what little you teach us ol' trickster.
CNS_Sodak says:
CO: well, sir......they're humanoid
CMO_Parker says:
*CEO*: yes, I don't know why but they just aren't reading properly.
Mensk says:
@::continues after Mer::
SO_Donova says:
CSO: there seems to be some kind of natural field being emitted from the planet preventing beaming
CO_Bryant says:
CSO: it doesn't seem like they have years Jason.....
FCO_Teasley says:
::plots a course out of the atmosphere::
CSO_McMer says:
CO: I know sir, we're working on it best as we can.
TO_Smith says:
CMO: Are u sure all the tricorders are broken doctor?
CEO_ALarra says:
*CMO*: Understood, someone will be there shortly.
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: I know that Jason, I just really don't want to let those people die.
Host Redara says:
@::looks at her husband, taking the communicator from him and looking at it before handing it to Kiithra::  all:  I think it may be damaged?
XO_Senn says:
TO: Get a transporter enhancer ready to send to the planet.
CSO_McMer says:
SO: I heard you.  What other nasty surprises are there?  Can we get shuttles down there?  And how IS that tectonic activity map coming?
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Send a Tech to sickbay to help the CMO.
CMO_Parker says:
TO: I don't think those are :: points to the ones next to the surgery :: I was using them, and they were ok, but yes.
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: I'll be on the bridge.
Mensk says:
@Redara: I do not know.
Kulo says:
@::Blinks, looking at the communicator in his hand and fumbling for a joke::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Walks to the doors of ME::
XO_Senn says:
::the duty TO nods at her and starts working::
Host Kiithra says:
@::takes the communicator in his hand, an taps it.. no sound is emitted:: I am afraid So... Where is Mer?
EO_Thompson says:
TECH:can you collect the broken tricoreds form sick bay
SO_Donova says:
::whispers to CSO:: CSO: I'm sorry sir to much tectonic activity interfering with the scans
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  Kulo went after her
EO_Thompson says:
<Tech> EO: yes sir
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM Planet: Hello, are you still there?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Grabs a PADD on her way out and downloads the current sensor data from the planet onto it::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Leaves ME and heads for the TL::
XO_Senn says:
CO: We're ready to send down a transporter enhancer sir.
TO_Smith says:
CMO: I am no engineer doctor but something tells me that if we compare the broken tricorder with the good ones we can see what happened
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  Do you not have something else?
CEO_ALarra says:
::enters turbolift::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: Make it so.
EO_Thompson says:
<tech>::collects tricorders and brings them back::
CEO_ALarra says:
TL: Bridge
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sir, it seems we're just not getting the scan quality we need.  There is a lot of interference.  We can send down a shuttle or a probe and that might help....
Host Kiithra says:
@::shakes head:: All : That rebellious child will be the death of us... Let us se if we can find out more about our visitors...:: with some difficulty, gets up and reaches for his crystal ball::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: if we drill a big horkin hole in the planet will it at least relive some of the activity in the settled area?
XO_Senn says:
::nods at Cody and then gives the signal to the duty TO, who promptly sends out the probes to the coordinates she gave him::
SO_Donova says:
::tries to adjust sensors for the interference::
CMO_Parker says:
TO: That sounds like a good idea, but I think the tech might like to see them.
XO_Senn says:
CSO: We can try to reroute your scans through the probes that were just sent... it will help me to get a lock, and probably you to get more detailed scans.
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Something like that could break a planet wide open.
Host Redara says:
<@>::places her hands on the old mans shoulder, lending him her strength::
CSO_McMer says:
XO: I was hoping for good news like that.
Host Kiithra says:
@::he closes his eyes, and a small picture appears:: Yes.. Look.. They are near...
CEO_ALarra says:
::Exits onto the bridge and steps by her station, listening in on the conversation::
EO_Thompson says:
<tech>::leaves the working tricorders behind::
XO_Senn says:
CSO: Not to mention I'd still like to know where we are, I think that we might be lucking out finally.
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: I need some options Jason.
CMO_Parker says:
All: ::sarcastically :: Thank you.
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::So would I!::
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Child.. Try to contact them.. They may hear you..
XO_Senn says:
<Duty TO> XO: The probes are on the surface sir... they arrived there safely.
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking back at the data bank on planetary reconstruction::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: prepare an away team with plenty of medical support to take down to the planet... if we can't move them at least we can give them what little help we can..
XO_Senn says:
CO, CSO: We should start getting data soon...
Host Redara says:
@::looks at Kiithra doubtfully.  Looks closely at the crystal ball, sees a young female and focus on her::  CEO:  Stranger, I reach out to you.  Can you hear me?
XO_Senn says:
CO: All right sir
CEO_ALarra says:
::Looks startled and jerks her head up::
XO_Senn says:
CSO: Please try to get a lock on the people anyway through the enhancers...
CSO_McMer says:
CO: Sir, if we do a series of phaser bursts around, but not into, the plate that they're on we might be able to help things out.  Looking at other similar situations,
SO_Donova says:
CSO: sir,I got it! The planet is mostly desert, no large bodies of water
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : the CEO hears a faint voice in her head... Almost like.. Someone was calling out to her
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Very well...
CEO_ALarra says:
::Sits down at her station and closes her eyes::
XO_Senn says:
*CMO* Doctor, I need you and some of your staff for an AT. We may be taking a shuttle to the planet we're orbiting.
Host Redara says:
@::takes a deep breath and tries again::  CEO:  Stranger, I reach out to you.  Please respond if you can hear me.
CSO_McMer says:
::Passing on the surface data to the XO::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: lock phasers on the coordinates that Mr. MacMer will provide and prepare to fire..
CMO_Parker says:
*XO*: Shuttle? What's wrong with the Transporter?
Host Kiithra says:
@::closes his eyes, and takes his hand to Redara's forehead:: Redara : Have faith, my child!!
Mensk says:
@Redara: I'll help you ::joins her::
XO_Senn says:
*CMO* Please get ready, I'll brief you on the way...
Host Redara says:
@::nods her head to both men, comforted::
TO_Smith says:
*CO* yes sir
CEO_ALarra says:
~~~~~~~~~~Redara: Hello?~~~~~~~~~
XO_Senn says:
::programs the holodeck with the data MacMer just sent her::
CMO_Parker says:
*XO*: Aye, sir
CSO_McMer says:
::Doing best to determine the safe distance to place the phasers, adding a smidgen, then passing the coordinates tot he TO, and crossing my fingers::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*TO* Let me know when you have locked on...
TO_Smith says:
::heads off to the bridge::
CMO_Parker says:
:: selects a medical team and hands out medical packs ::
Host Redara says:
@::sighs::  Kiithra:  I have one of them.  What do you want me to tell them ancient one?
TO_Smith says:
TL: Bridge
Host Redara says:
~~~~CEO:  Greetings from my people to yours~~~~
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Ask them if they are going to help us.. Time is short..
XO_Senn says:
*TO* I need you and a sec detail, Ensign for an AT to the planet... get ready and let me know in two minutes.
TO_Smith says:
::arrives at the bridge::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Shifts in her chair:: ~~~~Redara: Greetings. Can I assume you are on the planet?~~~~
Host Redara says:
@::nods at Kiithra::  ~~~~CEO:  Our time is short.  Will you help us or not?~~~~
TO_Smith says:
CO: I have a lock
CMO_Parker says:
:: Heads for Turbo Lift with team :: TL: Shuttle Bay
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Captain, I've programmed all possible escape course
Mensk says:
@::closes his eyes, concentrating::
CEO_ALarra says:
~~~~Redara: Help you what? What do you want us to do?~~~~
Host CO_Bryant says:
FCO: Very well hold your station.
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: Fire!
SO_Donova says:
::keeps an eye on the activity level of the planet::
TO_Smith says:
CO: firing
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
CEO_ALarra says:
CO: Captain, one of the people from the planet is communicating with me,  telepathically.
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : All of the people down on the planet see the red lightning crashing into the Earth..
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CEO* What are they saying?
CMO_Parker says:
TL: Shuttle bay
Host Redara says:
@~~~~CEO:  Our world is dying.  A couple of days ago, people like yourself came to our world and left without helping.  We ask that you take us away ::swallows sadly as her hands tighten on the old man:: as they left.~~~~
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CEO* tell them to keep their heads down for God's sakes.
Mensk says:
@::opens his eyes::~All: What is that?
Host Kiithra says:
@::looks around, hearing all the screams:: What is happening Child?
CEO_ALarra says:
~~~~Redara: My Captain...he says he's trying to help. Stay inside and don't move...~~~~
Host Redara says:
@::shakes her head in confussion:  ~~~~CEO:  You wish to destroy us?~~~~
XO_Senn says:
CO: The transporter enhancers won't let us take them away, sir...
Mensk says:
@::becomes very angry::
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : Tectonic pressure lowers on the continent...
Host Redara says:
@::confused::  Kiithra:  She says they are helping, to keep our heads down and remain inside.  I do not know what is going on.
CMO_Parker says:
*XO*: Where do you want us?
Host CO_Bryant says:
SO: Status, is the pressure lessening?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Looks over at the CO::CO: What are we doing?? They think we're trying to destroy them.
Mensk says:
@::calms down::
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : They throw fire at us to help us?
XO_Senn says:
*CMO* Go to the shuttlebay and take a shuttle, Doctor... I'll join you in a couple of minutes.
SO_Donova says:
CO: The activity is lowered
XO_Senn says:
CO: The medical team is ready, sir... I suppose it is time to take a shuttle to the surface.
Host CO_Bryant says:
CEO: We are trying to relieve tectonic stress on the plate that they are on with the phasers till we can either do something permanent or resettle them.
CNS_Sodak says:
*CEO*: Have they mentioned anything about any unusual happenings?
CMO_Parker says:
*XO*: OK
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Ask them to come down.. We need to talk to them.. See if they are really helping.. Get them down here.. They will not harm us if we have some of them here.. Convince them as you can..
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  Perhaps they are worse then those before... shall we take them with us to our graves?
CMO_Parker says:
:: prepares shuttle ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: hold on.  Lets find out a little more about them first before we get in to something that we can't get out of.
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : No Child... They will help us.. Even if you have to force them..
CEO_ALarra says:
::closes eyes:: ~~~~Redara: We're helping. We're trying to stop the tremors in the planet's crust. Hold on~~~~
XO_Senn says:
CO: Aye, sir.
Host Redara says:
@~~~~CEO:  We ask that you come down here and speak with us, not throw fire at us~~~~
CEO_ALarra says:
CO: They want us to come down...speak with them.
XO_Senn says:
CEO: I am afraid that they are not answering comms. You might be the only way we have to communicate with them.
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  She speaks of stopping the tremors at the planet's crust... to hold on.  What are we to hold on to?
Kulo says:
@::Stops trying to crack a joke and seriously considers their situation, just for a fleeting moment::
Mer says:
@Kiithra: I told you! they will kill us!!
CEO_ALarra says:
::nods at the XO:: XO: They are requesting to meet with us, saying that people like us came before and didn't help.
XO_Senn says:
::sighs in frustration... the field emitted by the planet is too strong for even the transporter enhancers to be of any use::
CSO_McMer says:
::Noting the effect of the phaser shots:: CO: Sir, we're having some effect reducing the stresses, but we are not penetrating deep enough.  Perhaps after the phasers are fully repaired back to full power.
XO_Senn says:
CEO: They are not lying there. They commed us with a Federation commbadge in the first place.
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CEO* Tell them to standby, I'm not going to send part of my crew in to a situation that I can't control and put them in the same bind that the natives are in.... are you getting anything other than the messages from them?  Any emotions or intentions?
CEO_ALarra says:
~~~~Redara: Stay calm, we will help you~~~~
Host Redara says:
@::turns at Mer, breaking her concentration::
Host Kiithra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10002.25>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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